DCA ANNUAL AUCTION
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6, 2019
1. The annual auction was approved by the Distribution Contractors Association (DCA) Board of Directors as a way to raise funds to develop Association educational programs and scholarships.

2. Bidding is open to all DCA delegates and guests attending the annual convention. All auction proceeds benefit the association.

3. Donors set the item value and terms of gift certificates. DCA is not responsible for terms as stated or changed by the donor after the fact. DCA makes no warranty or guarantee of items auctioned nor does it assume responsibility for the authenticity or validity of these items.

Payment and Shipping

1. On the back of the paddle you received in your registration packet, you will find a form to enter your name, the items you purchased, preferred payment method and shipping method.

2. Arrangements for payment of Auction items should be made at the conclusion of the DCA Annual Auction. Checks (made payable to Distribution Contractors Association), Visa, MasterCard and American Express will be accepted. You may also choose to have a DCA invoice sent to your home or business.

3. If you purchase an item that is not present at the auction, such as a trip or a rental on a piece of construction equipment, please make arrangements immediately after the auction to receive the item from the donor. Donor contact information will also be emailed to you within two weeks of the auction.

Restrictions

1. All sales are final and no exchanges, substitutions, or refunds will be honored by Distribution Contractors Association. Any gift certificates for items will not be replaced if stolen or lost. All items in the silent auction are sold “as is” and no guarantee or warranty with the respect to the property is made by DCA or the donors.

2. All items involving services, tickets, events, etc. are subject to the conditions set by the donors. If you have successfully bid on any items requiring the arrangement of dates and times, we ask that you please contact the donor directly and promptly so they can provide these arrangements.

3. By making a purchase, the buyer waives any claim for the liability against Distribution Contractors Association or the donor of any property or service, and neither party is responsible for any personal injuries or damages to property that may result from the utilization of any property or services sold.

The Distribution Contractors Association is classified by the IRS as a 501(c)(6), not-for-profit trade association. Items donated or purchased do not qualify as a charitable contribution for federal income tax purposes; however, standard business deductions may apply. Please contact your tax adviser with any questions.

The Live Auction is sponsored by Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers
You are encouraged to register in advance
1. Go to http://dca2019.auction-bid.org/ and click the “Register for Auction” tab at the top of the page. Fill out the information, accept the terms and conditions and put in your credit card information.

2. You will receive a text message from 684-94. Respond with YES to receive your outbid notifications. You will receive one more message and you are good to bid.

How to register the night of the event
Register your phone with one of the GiveSmart staff members (in red shirts) at the beginning of the Auction. Look for your “Welcome” text message from GiveSmart.

Bid via Smart Phone
1. Using your smartphone, access your personal bidding page by clicking on the blue link in your “Welcome” text message.

2. Search for an auction piece by item number, name of item or category and place a bid.

3. Tap on “My Bids” to see which items you’re winning and losing.

Bid via Texting
1. Access your “Welcome” text from GiveSmart.

2. Click Reply in your “Welcome” text. To view the current high bid, enter the item number, then press Send.

   Example: Enter “101,” then press Send.

3. To place a bid, enter the item number, space and bid amount, then press Send.

   Example: Enter “101 200” to bid $200 on item number 101, then press Send.

4. To enter a maximum bid, enter the item number and your highest bid amount followed by the word max. This will place your automatic bid. For example, If you want to place a max bid on item 102 for $500, you text 102 500 max. GiveSmart will automatically bid for you up to your maximum.

Tips
Watch for outbid notifications and enter higher bid amounts when you are outbid.

A minimum bid has been established for each silent auction item. You may not bid below this amount.

Look for GiveSmart staff members (in red shirts) on the night of the auction for technical assistance and concierge GiveSmart bidding.

The Silent Auction is sponsored by Express 4x4 Truck Rental
Thank you to all of the DCA Annual Auction Donors – your generosity is appreciated.

Auction Donors

AGI Construction
Alex E. Paris Contracting Co. Inc.
ALLU Group
American Augers Inc.
ARB Inc.
Association of Equipment Manufacturers (AEM)
Atlas Trenchless LLC
Benjamin Media Inc.
Bentonite Performance Minerals LLC
Boca Raton Resort & Club
Brandt Industries
Bridgwell Mats
Carson Corporation
Case Construction Equipment
Caterpillar Inc.
Century Products Inc.
CETCO
Cleveland Brothers Equipment Co. Inc.
Darby Equipment Company
DCA & Deanna Gabrielse
Digital Control Incorporated
Ditch Witch
Ditch Witch Mid-States
Doosan Bobcat
Drilling Mud Direct
Ellingson Trenchless
EPIC Insurance Brokers & Consultants
Express 4x4 Truck Rental
Fabick Cat
Feeney Brothers Utility Services
Gabe’s Construction Co. Inc.
GF Central Plastics
Global Underground Corp.
Groebner
Gulf Energy Information
H.L. Chapman Pipeline Construction Inc.
HammerHead
Henkels & McCoy Inc.
Herrenknecht Tunnelling Systems USA Inc.
Hunting Trenchless
Illinois Truck & Equipment
InfraSource LLC
InterCon Construction Inc.
INTREN LLC
ISCO Industries
JAN X-Ray Services Inc.
John Deere Construction & Forestry Division
K. R. Swerdleger Construction Inc.
Komatsu America Corp.
KS Energy Services LLC
LaValley Industries
Loy Clark Construction
Mastec North America
McElroy Manufacturing Inc.
Mersino Dewatering Inc.
M-I SWACO
Michels Corporation
Miller Electric Mfg. Co.
Miller Pipeline
Minnesota Limited LLC
Money For A Cause
Nelson, Ben
Newman Tractor LLC
NPL Construction Co.
Otis Eastern Service LLC
Oz Directional Drilling
Pe Ben USA Inc.
Pipe View America
PipeLine Machinery International LP
Price Gregory Int’l
Primoris Services, Distribution & Q3 Contracting
Rabine Group
RCE Equipment Solutions
Reed Manufacturing Co. Inc.
Right Turn Supply
Ring-O-Matic
Roland Machinery Co.
Sharewell HDD LLC
SiteWise
Snelson Companies
Southeast Connections LLC
Southeast Directional Drilling
Subsite Electronics
T T Technologies Inc.
The Hallen Construction Co. Inc.
The Lincoln Electric Company
The Toro Company
Underground Magnetics
United Rentals Trench Safety
Upsco Inc.
Utility Line Services Inc.
Vacuworx LLC
Vermeer Corporation
Vermeer MV Solutions
Wolverine Pipeline Transport Ltd.
Due to the generosity of the DCA Associate Members, we had the largest number of equipment donations in auction history and could not fit all of the donations in the live auction. Items 101-107 are equipment type donations and should be bid on appropriately.

101  Full Page, 4-Color Ad in Underground Construction Magazine

Grow your business by reaching nearly 40,000 industry professionals in any 2019 issue of Underground Construction. Published by Gulf Energy Information, Underground Construction reaches more people in the underground infrastructure, rehab, and construction market than any other source. This ad cannot be used as credit; it must be a new ad or addition to an existing schedule in 2019.

Donor:  Gulf Energy Information

102  6-Month Rental of a 2019 Ford® Raptor Crew Cab 4x4

Express 4x4 Truck Rental will provide the high bidder with a 2019 Raptor Crew Cab 4x4 truck to drive for 6 months. The winner will need to provide insurance.

Donor:  Express 4x4 Truck Rental

103  1-Month MST 1500VD Rental

One-month Morooka MST 1500VD Crawler Carrier Rental equipped with choice of 18-man personnel carrier, dump bed, or flatbed option. Personnel Carrier is great for transporting your crew from a rendezvous point to the jobsite, or relocating your crew down the pipeline, throughout the workday. Other options include dump bed or flatbed.

Donor:  Newman Tractor LLC
A voucher may be used towards an order for any size of Smith-Gemini HDD® bit or reamer that Sharewell HDD stocks! The maximum value for the 20% off voucher is $20,000, single use only. **Freight not included.**

**Donor:** Sharewell HDD LLC

---

Introducing a revolutionary drilling fluid designed for optimum HDD performance in the distribution market, all without the hassle and weight associated with bentonite! Successfully complete bores using the ½ gallon drilling fluids and increase production on your job site. A portion of every sale gets donated to Helmets to Hard Hats and the Wounded Warriors project!

**Donor:** Right Turn Supply

---

Get your message out to 18,000+ oil & gas pipeline stakeholders in any 2019 issue of North American Oil & Gas Pipelines. Published by Benjamin Media, North American Oil & Gas Pipelines reaches a total audience of 85,738 across multiple channels. The value of this ad cannot be used as a credit and it must be a new ad or an add-on to an existing ad schedule in 2019.

**Donor:** Benjamin Media Inc.

---

Enjoy 2 industry award winning tradeshows - ICUEE in Louisville, KY, October 1-3, 2019 and CONEXPO-CON/AGG in Las Vegas, NV, March 10 - 14, 2020. Each package is for 4 people and includes: VIP show badges; specialty education workshop tickets; 2 hotel rooms for 1 night at show’s premier properties; and 1 Samsung Chromebook laptop. Offers vary per show, see certificate for details.

**Donor:** Association of Equipment Manufacturers (AEM)
Exquisite Quartz Pendant

18 kt. yellow gold necklace with pendant; lapis with clear Quartz and a checkerboard overlay. 4 carats of lapis with .90 carats of diamonds.
Donor: Oz Directional Drilling

Apple iPad (128 GB – Wi-Fi & Cellular)

9.7” retina display; Apple iOS 10, A10X fusion chip with 64-bit architecture; touch ID fingerprint sensor; 8 MP Camera, Wi-Fi and LTE cellular data connectivity; up to 10 Hours of battery life.
Donor: Southeast Connections LLC

Blue Coach 1941 Croc-Embossed Crossbody Bag

Exclusively from Neiman Marcus, this new luxury line interprets Americana through the European sensibility of Executive Creative Director Stuart Vevers. Removable chain shoulder strap. 5”H x 7.8”W
Donor: Pe Ben USA, Inc.

GetMaineLobster Certificate

Perfect for entertaining! The high bidder will receive $1,000 in certificates for Maine lobster from GetMaineLobster.com. The lobster will be delivered right to your home!
Donor: Utility Line Services, Inc.
112  **Vintage Opera Necklace & Earrings**

This necklace and earrings set has been handcrafted to reflect on the opulence of the past. To create this piece, the artist handcrafts bronze and mauve colored glass “pearls” and smoky Swarovski crystals hand-set into burnished brass and silver findings. The necklace measures 30” long with a 3” extender and a lobster clasp. The earrings measures 1.75” long, with a post.

Donor:  **Wolverine Pipeline Transport Ltd.**

---

113  **Large Bowie Knife with Leather Sheath**

This Bowie knife is a showstopper, measuring 12” long overall, with a beautifully curved, slightly clipped, and very sharp stainless steel 7” blade. The rosewood scales are thick, and the heavy blade (1/8” at the spine) has a full tang. The sheath is leather with welted edges and stained to compliment the color of the handle.

Donor:  **Minnesota Limited LLC**

---

114  **Apple Watch Series 4 GPS & Bose® SoundSport Wireless Headphones**

You are sure to want the Apple Watch Series 4 with built-in GPS. Water resistance to 50 meters; a new lightning-fast dual-core processor; a display that’s two times brighter than before. Includes a set of Bose® SoundSport wireless headphones.

Donor:  **SiteWise LLC**

---

115  **NHRA® Mellow Yellow Fantasy Weekend for 2**

The winning bidder will receive VIP access for 2 at The Strip at Las Vegas Motor Speedway. Choose between the DENSO Spark Plugs NHRA Four-Wide Nationals, April 6-7, 2019 or the NHRA Nevada Nationals, October 26-27, 2019. Includes: airfare; 2 nights hotel; reserve seat tickets for Saturday and Sunday races; and much more.

Donor:  **The Lincoln Electric Company**
116 Cruise 2019 Chanel Necklace with Signature CC Charm

New from the cruise 2019 collection, a timeless necklace from Chanel with metal, glass pearls and the signature CC charm. Made in Italy.

Donor: Wolverine Pipeline Transport Ltd.

117 Hermès Panoplie Equestre Scarf

Hermès scarf in silk twill with hand rolled edges (100% silk). This essential Hermès accessory complements any outfit. It can be worn many ways - around your neck, at the waist or as a headscarf! Made in France and designed by Virginie Jamin. Measures 36” x 36”.

Donor: KS Energy Services LLC

118 4 Pittsburgh Steelers’ Tickets, Hotel & Dinner

The package includes: 4 tickets to a Pittsburgh Steelers home game of choice during the 2019 season; 4 nights lodging in North Shore or downtown Pittsburgh; $300 certificate to Hyde Park Steakhouse (adjacent to Heinz Field). Must choose game by May 1, 2019, subject to availability (NFL schedule published mid-April).

Donor: Alex E. Paris Contracting Co. Inc.

119 Michael Kors Hayes Shoulder Bag

Hayes Leather Large Shoulder Bag in Pastel Pink/Ballet by designer Michael Kors. Approximate Dimensions: 11” L x 6” D (bottom) x 11” H.

Donor: InfraSource LLC
120  St. Pierre Brackish Bowtie

Handcrafted in South Carolina using handpicked black and white guinea and bobwhite quail feathers, with a slight amount of iridescence on the outer edges. Satin band with hook closure.

Donor: Minnesota Limited LLC

121  Hermès Navy Charniere Hinged Bracelet

Narrow hinged bracelet in plain navy enamel with gold plated hardware.

Donor: Pe Ben USA Inc.

122  Coravin Wine System

The Coravin Limited Edition II Wine Preservation System is an exclusive and collectable wine experience. Pour any wine, in any amount and preserve the rest of the bottle for weeks, months or even years, with this powerful statement piece. Four Coravin Capsules (pour up to 60 glasses of wine) and an elegant storage base included.

Donor: Primoris Services, Distribution & Q3 Contracting

123  Kohler Golf Package for 4

The golf package includes: 4 green fees for Whistling Straits (Straits Course); 4 green fees for Blackwolf Run (Meadow Valleys Course); and 2 standard rooms at the Kohler American Club Resort for 1 night located in Kohler, WI. Delivered via $4,000 in Destination Kohler gift cards.

Donor: Gabe’s Construction Co. Inc.
The 7x50 Nautical Binoculars is waterproof, fog proof and has independent focusing. There is an interior built-in lighted compass with a fitted red light (for night vision) and an interior reticle scale for distance calculation from an object of known height. Includes lens covers, a case, neck strap and batteries for the compass light.

Donor: Minnesota Limited LLC

This set of 6 drinking glasses in a variety of colors is hand-crafted with the masterful techniques, materials, and style of Murano glassmaking. The colorful patterns are formed by rolling the molten glass in colorful glass chips before skillfully hand-blowing each piece. Each glass measures 3.5” tall and holds 8 ounces.

Donor: Utility Line Services Inc.

Panasonic Lumix FZ300, 12.1 megapixel, 1/2.3” sensor, 4K video Wi-Fi, splash and dustproof body, Leica DC 24X F2.8 zoom lens

Donor: Mastec North America

You and 11 of your friends are invited to the Komatsu America suite, at the United Center in Chicago, on Saturday, April 6th, 2019 for an evening with the Chicago Bulls basketball! You will enjoy watching the Chicago Bulls take on the Philadelphia 76ers! Food and beverages provided. This suite is for 12 people.

Donor: Komatsu America Corp.
Molekule doesn’t just collect pollutants – it destroys them. Beautiful outside and groundbreaking inside, it uses nanotechnology at the molecular level to eliminate airborne allergens, mold, bacteria, viruses, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Includes 1 year of filters.

Donor: InterCon Construction Inc.

You and a friend can attend the Country Music Association’s Music Festival, June 5-10, 2019 in Nashville. Package includes: 5 nights at the Westin Hotel Downtown; reserved seat admission to nightly concerts (Gold Circle seating) with performances by top country artists; Admission to the Music City Center for Fan Fair X and more.

Donor: Pe Ben USA Inc.

Kendra Scott’s Didi rose gold statement earrings and Malia gold bangle bracelet set in smoky mix.

Donor: K. R. Swerdfeger Construction Inc.

This package includes 1 room for 3 nights lodging for up to 4 at the Caribbean Beach, Coronado Springs, Port Orleans French Quarter or Port Orleans Riverside Resort (based upon availability), and up to four daily passes for 3 days (1 park/1 day) to the Magic Kingdom, Animal Kingdom, Epcot Center and/or Hollywood Studios. Certain restrictions may apply. Package is valid through October 31, 2019.

Donor: The Toro Company
Golf for 4 at Valhalla Golf Club in Louisville, KY, site of the PGA Championships and Ryder Cups. Carts and lunch provided. The package also includes a $200 gift certificate for use in the Pro Shop.

Donor: ISCO Industries

---

Medium sized satchel in ash gray leather with an adjustable strap; Dimensions 13” x 8” x 5.25”.

Donor: InfraSource LLC

---

Full scale collapsible travel guitar with a backpack travel case; performance quality, feels and plays like your favorite guitar; meets airline carry-on size restrictions; patented removable neck connection system allows for quick assembly; available in 5 colors. U.S. shipping included.

Donor: INTREN LLC

---

This package is all inclusive for 2 guests including meals, lodging, field dressing and guides during the first week of rifle season in Kansas 2019 for the hunt of a lifetime. Hunters will have to put in for the draw and will need to purchase a hunting license. www.wickedoutfitters.com.

Donor: InfraSource LLC
**136 Preciosa Necklace with Small Crystals, Pears & Drop**

Preciosa is the leading designer of crystal jewelry. You are sure to want to own this stunning necklace. *Picture not available at publication.*

Donor: INTREN LLC

---

**137 Floral Still-Life Bangles**

A set of three floral bangles celebrates details from Impressionist and Post-Impressionist masterworks in The Met collection.

Donor: INTREN LLC

---

**138 Golf Package for 4 at Southern Hills Country Club**

Enjoy 18-holes of golf at one of the world’s premier and historic championship golf courses located in Tulsa, OK. This package includes: green fees, cart, drinks and lunch followed by dinner overlooking the Tulsa skyline and a 2 day stay at the upscale DoubleTree by Hilton.

Donor: McElroy Manufacturing Inc.

---

**139 Bose® Wireless Headphones**

Bose® Quiet Comfort 35 (Series II) wireless headphones, noise canceling, with Alexa voice control. Balanced audio performance at any volume, Hassle-free Bluetooth pairing.

Donor: Mastec North America
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>140</th>
<th><strong>Trenkle® Cuckoo Clock – Black Forest Clock</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The highest quality “made in Germany” from a traditional company directly from the Black Forest. You get all of that affordably with a Trenkle clock. And you don’t have to accept any cuts in terms of quality: the family company Trenkle Uhren GmbH puts its name behind this. Donor: Herrenknecht Tunnelling Systems USA Inc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>141</th>
<th><strong>Deer Hunting Trip in Low Country South Carolina for 3</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>142</th>
<th><strong>Promise Ranch Large Mouth Bass Fishing</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You will enjoy this full day, largemouth bass fishing charter for up to 4 people on one of Florida’s world class fishing lakes and 2 night accommodations at the Mission Inn Resort. Promise Ranch is a private lake surrounded by 900 acres of beautiful wooded property. Donor: Vermeer MV Solutions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>143</th>
<th><strong>SoundLink Revolve+ Bluetooth® Speaker</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bose® Revolve+ Bluetooth speaker with a charging cradle and travel case. delivers true 360° sound for consistent, uniform coverage. This wireless speaker is durable, water-resistant and easy to grab and go - with a rechargeable battery that plays up to 16 hours. Donor: Loy Clark Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **144** | **Baroque Pearl Drop Earrings**<br>White baroque pearl drops earrings with round pave black spinel posts by New York jewelry designer Margo Morrison.  
Donor: **Otis Eastern Service LLC** |
| **145** | **Golf for 3 at Medinah Country Club - Chicago**<br>Golf for 3 people at Medinah Country Club, host of multiple major championships. Package includes one day of golf (up to 36 holes), caddy (walking or riding), and meals. Winner will be accompanied by a member of the Medinah Country Club.  
Donor: **NPL Construction Co.** |
| **146** | **Clery Pochette Louis Vuitton Handbag**<br>A bag to fit any mood or silhouette, the new, surprisingly roomy, Cléry Pochette in black Epi leather can be worn on the shoulder, cross-body or carried by the finely detailed top handle.  
Donor: **Global Underground Corp.** |
| **147** | **Michael Kors Karla Crossbody Bag**<br>Leather crossbody in navy/green/white; adjustable chain and leather crossbody strap.  
Measurements: 7” x 5” x 6”  
Donor: **InfraSource LLC** |
2 tickets to great seats to see the Boston Bruins in the Boston Garden - one of Boston’s best teams!

Donor: Feeney Brothers Utility Services

---

Bo Jackson is the only athlete in history to be named an All-Star in both baseball and football. He played with the Oakland Raiders, Kansas City Royals, Chicago White Sox and the Los Angeles Angels. Widely considered one of the greatest athletes of all time. Famous phrase during his career “Bo Knows”.

Donor: Rabine Group

---

Grab 3 friends and golf 2 rounds at the award-winning Bull Valley Golf Club in Woodstock, Illinois. Package includes an overnight stay in Rabine Group’s five-bedroom, fully appointed home on the first green of the course.

Donor: Rabine Group

---

This Microsoft Surface Pro 6 has a 256 GB hard drive, Intel Core i7 processor, 8 GB of ram and includes an attachable keyboard. From office to home, airport to open road; power your life on Surface Pro 6.

Donor: Ben Nelson
152  Kendra Scott Jewelry Set

This Kendra Scott set features Charmian Gold Drop Earrings & Kalani Gold Pendant in Berry Illusion.
Donor:  H.L. Chapman Pipeline Construction Inc.

153  YETI® Hopper™ Two 30 Soft Side Cooler

Pack for your next outdoor excursion with the YETI® Hopper™ Two 30 Cooler. Capable of holding up to 24 12-ounce cans or 30 pounds of ice, this cooler boasts a waterproof shell and ice-retaining insulation.
Donor:  JAN X-Ray Services Inc.

154  Michael Kors Tote & Wallet

Crafted in the Michael Kors logo print with leather accents, the Voyager tote features adjustable shoulder straps and gusset ties for everyday versatility. Includes a matching wallet.
Donor:  Loy Clark Construction

155  iPad Pro

11” retina display, 2224 x 1668 resolution, wide color and true tone display; Apple iOS 10, A10X Fusion chip with 64-bit architecture embedded M10 coprocessor; 15 MP iSight camera, true tone flash, panorama (up to 63MP), 4 speaker audio; up to 10 hours of battery life.
Donor:  Miller Pipeline
156 Belle Etoile Hand Painted Red Enamel Jewelry Set

Designed by Belle Etoile hand painted red enamel earrings with white crystals set into rhodium plated nickel allergy-free sterling silver pendant, earrings and matching ring.

Donor: Michels Corp.

157 Foursome at Nemacolin Woodlands Golf Resort

18-holes on the course of your choice at Nemacolin Woodlands Golf Resort in Farmington, Pennsylvania, for 4 people. The resort is located at the site of the 2019 Mid Year DCA meeting.

Donor: Ellingson Trenchless

158 Grace Collection Necklace & Charm Bracelet

Designed by Emmy® winner Patricia Heaton exclusively for World Vision, which provides for the unique needs of children and families worldwide. The necklace is made from a gold-tone alloy metal that will not tarnish with a 24” chain plus 2.5” chain extender. The bracelet is approximately 9” round, made with glass beads (1cm round), gold-tone iron ring and tree charm (3/4” round) on an elastic thread.

Donor: Carson Corporation

159 2 Browning Trail Cameras

Whether you are trying to capture that buck of a lifetime running down a trail, or just interested in what’s congregating around your feed blocks, this line of game cameras has the features you are looking for. All of the game cameras feature incredible trigger speeds of less than one second, so you don’t miss any action in the field.

Donor: EPIC Insurance Brokers & Consultants
There’s nothing quite like watching a football game at Lambeau Field in Green Bay, WI. Enjoy NFL football with 3 of your guests at one of the Packers’ home games during the 2019 regular season. Package includes 2 hotel rooms.

Donor: **Roland Machinery Co.**

---

Firestone Country Club in Akron, Ohio is a regular stop on the PGA Tour and has hosted the PGA Championship 3 times. Now you and 2 of your closest friends can experience 18 extraordinary holes at the club where Jack, Tiger, Arnie, Dustin, Rory and other legends have made their mark.

Donor: **Ditch Witch Mid-States**

---

The Daenerys gold long pendant necklace in dichroic glass has a modern heirloom look to it, featuring a dynamic geometric center, an arrangement of crystals surrounding it, and an adjustable slider. The Zella gold hoop earrings feature petite studs and crystal accents - in different shapes and sizes for added visual interest.

Donor: **K. R. Swerdfeger Construction Inc.**

---

A Kate Spade New York Greta Court Penny shoulder bag comes with a matching Neda wallet.

Donor: **Southeast Connections LLC**
Cork is used for insulation and resists temperatures up to 1,000 degrees. Luggage style wheels and handle for effortless mobility. Holds 8 wine or spirit bottles standing upright.

Donor: Southeast Connections LLC

David Yurman bracelet from the Tides collection. Polished sterling silver hardware with cable motif, three rows with white diamond pavé at center. Split opening makes it an easy slip-on style. Total diamond carat weight is 0.61 ct.

Donor: Otis Eastern Service LLC

Keep warm with this gray Michael Kors cable knit hat and scarf.

Donor: InfraSource LLC

NASCAR Package at Bristol Motor Speedway in Tennessee includes: April 6th XFINITY 300 and Zombie Auto 150; April 7th FOOD CITY 500; optional April 5th Bush’s Beans Pole Day; 2 hotel rooms for 3 nights; coach airfare for 4 within the continental US.

Donor: Doosan Bobcat
What is in this Treasure Chest? We can guarantee that there are many surprises and enough value to start the bidding at $500. Like the Caribbean pirates, you don’t know what this bootie holds until you open it!

Donor: DCA, Deanna Gabrielse & Other DCA Members
Live Auction Items

201 Set of 4 Packer Tickets & 2 Hotel Rooms

There’s nothing quite like watching a football game at Lambeau Field in Green Bay, WI. Enjoy NFL football with 3 of your guests at one of the Packers’ home games during the 2019 regular season. Package includes 2 hotel rooms.

Donor: Roland Machinery Co.

202 896 50-Pound Bags of Max-Gel

896 50-pound bags or about 16 pallets of High Yield Bentonite “Max Gel”. FOB Greybull, WY – you pay the shipping costs. Use this quality donation on that important 2019 bore!

Donor: M-I SWACO

203 Lo Torque LT-6 Choice of Cutters for Purchase

Lo Torque rock reamers by Sharewell; with one body you can cut multiple size holes by simply changing out the cutters while in the field. No arms or shoulders so you use less torque enabling smaller drills to do rock jobs. Freight not included.

Donor: Sharewell HDD LLC
204 2½-inch, 3-inch & 3½-inch Piercing Tools

Add these 2½-inch, 3-inch and 3½-inch Grundomat piercing tools to your equipment stock. The versatile units come complete with 50-foot hoses and oilers and can bore a small-diameter tunnel in soil up to 150 feet in length.

Donor: T T Technologies, Inc.

205 Marco Bicego Crossover Bracelet

Marco Bicego crossover bracelet from the Masai Collection. Perfect worn alone or layered for added impact. Two hand coiled rows in 18K yellow gold with two square pave diamond stations set in 18K white gold. .10 total diamond carat weight with logo engraved box clasp. Made in Italy.

Donor: Henkels & McCoy Inc.

206 1-Month Rental 2019 Peterbilt 4000-Gallon Water Truck

Curry 4,000-gallon water system, front, rear, & side discharge sprayers, rear hose reel & water cannon available. 2019 Peterbilt 348 tandem axle chassis, 350 HP Paccar PX9 Tier 4 Diesel engine, Allison automatic, 20,000lb front axle, 40,000 lb. rear axles. *FOB Morris, IL or Triadelphia, WV

Donor: Illinois Truck & Equipment

207 John Deere Classic Pro-Am Package for 2

The classic takes place July 8-10, 2019. The package includes: round trip airfare for 2; deluxe accommodations; ground transportation; pairings party; dinner at Deere & Company; 2 slots in the Wednesday Pro-Am.

Donor: John Deere Construction & Forestry Division
**208**

**3-Month Rental of a 2019 Crew Cab 4x4 3/4 Ton Truck**

Express 4x4 Truck Rental will provide the high bidder with a 2019 Crew Cab 4X4 3/4 Ton pickup truck to drive for 3 months. The winner will need to provide insurance.

Donor: Express 4x4 Truck Rental

---

**209**

**1-Month Rental of a RCE 60G Track Boom**

RCE Track Boom for a John Deere 60G compact excavator. The track boom is an alternative to the traditional built pipelayer, and with the 60G’s compact size will allow work to be done in confined urban settings.

Donor: RCE Equipment Solutions

---

**210**

**CASE CX145D 1 Month Rental**

Designed to provide ample digging and lifting power in a small footprint, the C X145D SR features a compact counter-weight and modified boom placement. Also available in a dozer blade configuration. Tier 4 Final Solution that requires no diesel particulate filters to replace and no regeneration. Rental must be used in 2019.

Donor: Case Construction Equipment

---

**211**

**Romantic Weekend in New York City**

This package for (2) includes: limousine transportation to and from the airport; (2) nights in a fine hotel with breakfast; dinner at (2) excellent restaurants and (2) tickets to the Broadway show of your choice (subject to availability).

Donor: The Hallen Construction Co. Inc.
212  Vintage Louis Vuitton Travel Bag

Authentic vintage Louis Vuitton travel bag that has been refurbished and then custom hand painted with a unique butterfly pattern. The bag has a gorgeous long tapestry strap for easy shoulder handling. This is one of many hand designed patterns. The bag comes complete with papers of authenticity and the custom Louis Vuitton bag cover.

Donor: Michels Corporation

213  Cat® 303.5 Mini Hydraulic Excavator

The Cat® 303.5E2 CR Mini Hydraulic Excavator is the ideal solution for increased productivity and site access. The compact radius design and swing boom provide ease of maneuverability and the spacious operator station offers optimal comfort and visibility.

Donor: Caterpillar, Inc.

214  2 6-inch Diesel Trash Pump 1-Month Rentals

Global™ Pump Trash Auto Prime pumps are specially designed to effectively handle a wide range of liquids, from water to sewage and sludge that can contain solids and other material. Rent for these 2 6-inch diesel trash pumps are for 1-month. Freight not Included.

Donor: Mersino Dewatering Inc.

215  Vermeer Verifier™ G3 Package

Vermeer Verifier™ G3 by McLaughlin utility locator. This locator combines trusted precision with a simple, user-friendly interface. Package includes: transmitter, receiver, direct connect cables, ground stake, and 38kHz coil clamp in a hard-lockable case.

Donor: Vermeer MV Solutions
$8000 Credit Toward Vacuworx Vacuum Lifting System Rental or Purchase

$8,000 voucher good toward your next rental or purchase of any Vacuworx Vacuum Lifting System. Vacuworx is the global leader in innovative lifting solutions. The flagship RC Series is the industry standard for handling heavy-duty materials up to 25 tonne. Choose from diesel or hydraulic models.

Donor: Vacuworx LLC

Marco Bicego Diamond Pendant Necklace

A glamorous pendant necklace in hand-woven 23” long pendant with 18K gold and .09 ct diamonds from the Cairo Collection. Made in Italy.

Donor: Primoris Services, Distribution & Q3 Contracting

DigiTrak Falcon™ F5 & Transmitter

The Falcon F5 is an extension of the classic F5 locating system and offers advanced capabilities in dealing with passive and active interference. Valued by the professional contractor, the iGPS ready Falcon F5 supports datalogging with LWD Mobile. Includes the DigiTrak Falcon™ F5 15” Sub-K Rebar Transmitter (FTR5p).

Donor: Digital Control Incorporated

1-Month Rental of M2000 Recycler or Electric Auger Boring Machine


Donor: American Augers Inc.
**SUPER GEL-X® Truckload**

912 50-pound bags of SUPER GEL-X®, you pick up the freight. Maximize your drilling operations with this trusted brand on your next project. SUPER GEL-X® will let you see the light at the end of the borehole – the product of choice among experienced drillers!

Donor: CETCO

---

**4 Minnesota Vikings Tickets & $1000 Visa Gift Card**

(4) NFL tickets and $1,000 Visa gift card! At the U.S. Bank Stadium, home of the Minnesota Vikings, you’ll be sitting 13 rows back on the 50-yard line in the Delta Sky360 Club. The club offers all-inclusive food and beverages and exclusive access to the players’ tunnel. Parking included.

Donor: Groebner

---

**Vermeer HDD Tooling Package**

This lot includes an Armor package consisting of the housing and three different bits for compatibility with drills of all makes rated between 12,000 – 100,000 lbs. Also included is a Vermeer Quickfire™ connection package, consisting of two starter rods, two collars and up to three adapters for any conversions needed. Rounding out the package, you’ll find a 12” fluted rotary reamer.

Donor: Vermeer Corporation

---

**1-Month Rental Brandt BPL100K Pipelayer**

Brandt’s 100,000 lb pipelayer features the Brandt SmartLift system, which offers dynamic stability feedback at all boom angles over various slopes and pitches. Includes delivery anywhere in Canada & the USA. Rental must be used by 12/31/20.

Donor: Brandt Industries
There’s nothing quite like watching a football game at Lambeau Field in Green Bay, WI. Enjoy NFL football with 3 of your guests at one of the Packers’ home games during the 2019 regular season.

Donor: Fabick Cat

The Ring-O-Matic 850vx Vacuum Excavator, powered by Cat® and complete with the patented “Viper” dielectric pothole tool, is the most productive, compact and efficient Vacuum available in the market for safely potholing utilities, and/or daylighting, slot trenching, key holing/utility microsurgery, environmental cleanup, management of drilling fluids/mud, and general construction site cleanup.

Donor: Ring-O-Matic

A versatile machine designed for butt fusion of 63mm to 180mm (2” IPS to 6” DIPS) pipe and fittings. The machine offers consistent butt fusion joints in an economical, reliable package. Includes McElroy onsite coaching and training.

Donor: McElroy Manufacturing Inc.

Inspired by a ’70s-era design from the Gucci® archives, the Gilded double-G hardware highlights the matelassé leather on a chic, compact bag finished with a quilted heart. Flap with spring closure and pull-through chain strap can be worn doubled or extended. Interior zip pocket. Made in Italy.

Donor: Carson Corporation
228 Dove Hunting for 4 in Cordoba, Argentina

The package includes 4 night’s accommodations at Jesus Maria Resort where hunters normally average two and a half days of shooting. Also includes: breakfast, all meals in the field with soft drinks, beer and wine. Dinner with drinks at the bar; vehicles and ground transport for every hunt. Excluded: airline transportation to Cordoba, gun rental (if requested), shells, hunting license, airport transfers, land owner fees and lodge and field gratuities. Voucher good for 1 year.

Donor: Money For A Cause

229 DigiTrak Falcon™ F2 & Transmitter

The classic F2 locating system has earned a reputation as a workhorse that provides dependable locating capabilities. The Falcon F2 offers increased performance in areas of active interference using a single wideband transmitter. Includes the 15” DigiTrak Falcon™ F2 Transmitter (FT2).

Donor: Digital Control Incorporated

230 3-Month Vacuum Excavator Rental

Ditch Witch has introduced a complete new line of vacuum excavators, the HX Series. Ditch Witch is donating a 3-month rental of any of our HX Series Trailer Vac Systems. Experience first-hand the quality that is built into these new vacs. The amount of the bid on the vac system will be allowed for use toward the purchase price at the end of the rental.

Donor: Ditch Witch

231 3-Month Rental of P185WDO Air Compressor

Doosan Portable Power offers a 3-month of its newest air compressor – the Tier 4 Final P185WDO. Powered by the Doosan D24 2.4L diesel engine and utilizing Doosan’s own DSN100 rotary screw air end; the P185 offers the ruggedness and reliability you expect from the industry leader with the cleanest, most efficient power system in the market.

Donor: Doosan Bobcat
Experience the engineered difference of a Century Hole Opener by taking advantage of a 30% discount on any size Century Hole Opener from 18” – 60”. Choose from our Falcon Series for medium sized rigs or our flagship Gold Series for maxi-rigs. This 30% discount is valid throughout 2019.

Donor: Century Products Inc.

---

Mix and match 8 True Peel PE Prep tools. Squeeze-off tools stop the flow in PE pipe. Quick release tubing cutters are the best tracking, easiest cutting models available. PE Pipe Peeler creates uniformly peeled surface. Ratchet and scissor shears offer the thinnest blades that move them smoothly through PE.

Donors: Reed Manufacturing Co. Inc.

---

This 12-gauge Montefeltro Silver shotgun combines art and function in a most appealing and reliable shotgun. Ultra-reliable Inertia Driven® system in AA-grade walnut stock comes in 1-piece with an engraved nickel-plated alloy receiver. It is lightweight and its slim for end and low-profile vent-rib promotes quick target acquisition.

Donor: Upsco Inc.

---

The Subsite® TK RECON Series HDD Guidance System features proven TK performance with dual locating methods, making it easy for experienced and novice operators. TK Recon HDD Guidance System includes TK Recon4 Tracker, Commander 7 Display, and 17T4 Configurable Beacon.

Donor: Subsite Electronics
Blue Topaz Earrings

Swiss Blue and London Blue Topaz natural colored stones with a total carat weight of 12.70 cts set in 14kt white gold.
Donor: Michels Corporation

Mag 6 Package 3 with Echo 2S Transmitter

Underground Magnetics Mag 6 package with Echo 2S transmitter. Two days training on your job site included.
Donor: Underground Magnetics

Cat® PL61 Pipelayer or 336EL/FL Hydraulic Excavator 1-Month Rental

Get the job done right with this 1-month rental of a PL61 pipelayer or a 336FL hydraulic excavator.
Donor: Cleveland Brothers Equipment Co. Inc.

Opti Trac 1 Week Rental

Opti Trac by Sharewell, is the next evolution in wireline steering. With fiber optics and fluid monitoring, it is the state of the art in wireline steering. The cost for freight, a technician and his travel expenses are not included.
Donor: Sharewell HDD LLC
The Original HammerHead Mole® is tough, productive, dependable and field serviceable. It is backed by the best warranty in the industry. This auction package features one 2½-inch piercing tool. Choose between Replaceable Head, Active Head® or Catamount models. Package includes: hoses, oilers and fittings.

Donor: HammerHead

---

This exquisite piece was exclusively designed by Genovese Jewelers. A beautiful 14k white gold 13mm round triple halo pendant with one prong set diamond in the center and 63 pave round diamonds at 1.02 ct total weight; SI clarity G/H color.

Donor: Darby Equipment Company

---

Win this auction item and your ad will reach 38,000+ subscribers of Trenchless Technology magazine. The value of this ad cannot be used as a credit and it must be a new ad or an add-on to an existing ad schedule. Valid through December 2019.

Donor: Benjamin Media Inc.

---

Pipe View America performs preconstruction sewer locates and post construction sewer Verification throughout America using high resolution lateral launch and push cameras, GIS tracking, sharefile data management, full time QC teammates and budget tracking for all projects. We will provide sewer locating / inspection at a single location for up to 60 addresses (approximately 5 consecutive days). Services must be used in 2019.

Donors: Pipe View America
1-Month Rental of a PANTHER T8 Carrier with Tilting Flat Deck OR Cat® PL61 Pipelayer

Your choice of a 1-month rental of a PANTHER T8 Carrier with Tilting Flat Deck or a Cat® PL61 Pipelayer.

Donor: **PipeLine Machinery International LP**

---

De Beers Aria Diamond Earrings

From the De Beers Aria Collection, a strikingly graceful reinterpretation of the classic diamond earring. These studs showcase the incandescence of a petite solitaire within a sleek, shimmering pavé spiral of 18k white gold. Diamonds, 0.41 total ct, 0.45” diameter, post back.

Donor: **Vacuworx LLC**

---

1-Month Rental of a 2019 Kobelco SK140SR LC Rubber Pad Excavator

Cab with A/C, Isuzu AR-4JJ1XASK-02 103HP T4F diesel, 19.7” rubber track pads, 9’ 4” stick, 19’ 4” dig depth, pattern control changer, push blade, additional counterweight, top work lights, JRB hydraulic coupler with 2-buckets included. **FOB Morris, IL., or Triadelphia, WV.**

Donor: **Illinois Truck & Equipment**

---

1-Month Rental of a RCE 135G Track Boom

John Deere 135G excavator equipped with an RCE 17’ Track Boom. The RCE Track Boom is an alternative to the traditional purpose built pipelayer. The 135G Track Boom rubber tracks make it ideal for use in urban areas.

Donor: **RCE Equipment Solutions**
**CASE Wheel Loader 1-Month Rental**

1-month rental of a CASE 821G Wheel Loader. The rental must be used in 2019.

Donor: Case Construction Equipment

---

**Academy of Country Music Awards Country Music Awards in Las Vegas - April 6 & 7, 2019**

Package for 2 includes: Academy of Country Music Award show diamond level tickets; 2 nights Executive King Suite hotel accommodations at the MGM Grand; $125 food and beverage certificate; and $1,000 travel voucher.

Donor: United Rentals Trench Safety

---

**3-Month Rental of a 2019 Crew Cab 4x4 3/4 Ton Truck**

Express 4x4 Truck Rental will provide the high bidder with a 2019 Crew Cab 4X4 3/4 Ton pickup truck to drive for 3 months. The winner will need to provide insurance.

Donor: Express 4x4 Truck Rental

---

**Full Page, 4-Color Ad in Trenchless Technology**

Win this auction item and your ad will reach 38,000+ subscribers of Trenchless Technology Magazine. The value of this ad cannot be used as a credit and it must be a new ad or an add-on to an existing ad schedule. Valid through December 2019.

Donor: Benjamin Media Inc.
1-Month Rental of a 350G Excavator

The Deere 350G LC Excavator delivers performance, efficiency, and reliability without sacrificing power or torque. The winning bidder of this 1 month rental is responsible for fuel, freight, insurance, and taxes from the closest stocking dealer.

Donor: John Deere Construction & Forestry Division

MSA340 EF Processor

The MSA340 Electrofusion Processor is by far the most popular EF Processor sold in North America. Unsurpassed in quality, ease of use and versatility.

Donor: GF Central Plastics

New Orleans Saints Football Package for 4

The package includes: 4 seats together to a 2019 home Saints football game; 2 rooms for 2 nights each in New Orleans; and 4 round trip air fares from anywhere in the US.

Donor: Hunting Trenchless

A Truckload of Bara-Kade® High Yield HDD Bentonite

Bentonite Performance Mineral (BPM) and Drilling Mud Direct (DMD) are partnering once again to offer a lucky HDD contractor a deal you cannot refuse – a truckload of Bara-Kade®, 50 lb. bags delivered to your project – anywhere in the continental US. Transportation included and handled by DMD.

Donor: Bentonite Performance Minerals LLC & Drilling Mud Direct
1-Month Rental Brandt BPL220K Pipelayer

Brandt’s 220,000 lb pipelayer features the Brandt SmartLift system. This technology automatically accounts for the effect of side slope and front/back slope for increased operator awareness and safety. Includes delivery anywhere in Canada and the USA. Rental must be used by 12/31/20.

Donor: Brandt Industries

Trip to San Francisco & Napa Valley for 2

Package includes: 3 nights at the Milliken Creek Resort in Napa; 75-minute massage, wine reception, breakfast delivered to your room; 2 nights at the Mark Hopkins InterContinental Hotel in San Francisco; dinner at the hotel; a self-drive luxury car and airfare voucher valued at $1,000.

Donor: ARB Inc.

1-Month Rental of ALLU Transformer

1-month rental of an ALLU Transformer model DH3-17, which is suitable for CAT models 325, 330, 336; John Deere models 270, 290, 300, 330; Kobelco models SK270, 290, 330; and Komatsu models PC 250, 270, 300.

Donor: ALLU Group

Large Diameter PE Tool Package

Large diameter guillotine cutter for PE 4”-12” offers smooth feed and square cut due to strong frames and unique blade design.

Donor: Reed Manufacturing Co. Inc.
**Badger State Whitetail Adventures Hunt – September 27-30, 2019**

Enjoy the thrill of hunting beautiful whitetails at Badger State Whitetail Adventures (BWSA) 240 acre preserve located in Wisconsin. This package for 2 includes lodging, meals, hunts up to 220” with available options to upgrade, September 27-30, 2019. BWSA takes pride in making your hunt a memory of a lifetime!

Donor: *Southeast Directional Drilling*

---

**1-Month Rental MST 2200VD**

1-Month Morooka MST 2200VD Crawler Carrier Rental, equipped with choice of dump bed or flat bed. Flatbed option is great for making your job needs more mobile (whether utilizing a hydroseeder, strawblower, sandblaster, air compressor, pressure washer/water tank, or welder).

Donor: *Newman Tractor LLC*

---

**30 Day TONGHAND® or DECKHAND® Rental, Delivery, Set-up and Training**

LaValley Industries’ TONGHAND® exit-side wrench and DECKHAND® pipe handler improve operations, increase safety and add to your bottom line. The winner will receive their choice of either a TONGHAND® or DECKHAND® rental unit for 30 days, transportation to their North American jobsite, installation on their excavator and up to (3) days of operator’s training.

Donor: *LaValley Industries*

---

**Handcrafted White Gold Diamond Bangle Bracelet**

14 KT white gold handcrafted Italian made diamond bangle bracelet. There are (138) full cut round brilliant cut diamonds. 2.95 cts.

Donor: *AGI Construction*
The CASE TV380 Compact Track Loader is designed for maximum productivity and operator comfort. The 90 HP FPT engine offers a high horse power Tier 4 Final Solution without the hassle of DPF after-treatment. The wide cab low entry point, and superior 360-degree visibility of the TV380 make long days. **Must be used in 2019.**

**Donor:** Case Construction Equipment

---

Emark on a 10-day journey across South Africa’s varied landscapes to experience vibrant Capetown, exciting game drives on private wild game reserves near the Kruger National Park, enjoy stunning African sunsets, and hear the “Smoke that Thunders” in Victoria Falls. Package includes: 9 nights’ accommodations, most meals, and intra Africa flights. *International air to and from South Africa not included.*

**Donor:** Price Gregory Int’l

---

4 Skybox tickets to the Packers/Lions game at Lambeau Field in Green Bay, WI including dinner, accommodations in nearby Appleton, WI, and transportation to and from the game (from Appleton, WI). Date to be selected after the 2019 NFL schedule is released.

**Donor:** Miller Electric Mfg. Co.

---

Open ROPS, Cat® C6.6 Acert 125HP tier 3 diesel, 22” pads, hydrostat drive, system 1 undercarriage, heater, 18’ boom, max lift 40,000 lbs. **FOB Morris, IL, or Triadelphia, WV**

**Donor:** Illinois Truck & Equipment
Contractors have counted on Vermeer for piercing tools since the very beginning of the trenchless age. Package includes: 3” moving head positive turn reverse tool, oiler, 50-foot supply hose and necessary couplers.

Donor: Vermeer MV Solutions

---

New from the 2019 cruise collection, this beautiful lambskin and metal chain handbag is a symbol of timeless luxury and the ultimate classic and versatile handbag.

Donor: Ben Nelson

---

1-month rental of an 80,000 lb. John Deere excavator.

Donor: RCE Equipment Solutions

---

This 96 horsepower FT-4 emission certified backhoe loader has a 14-foot digging depth. The winning bidder is responsible for fuel, freight, insurance and taxes from the closest stocking dealer.

Donor: John Deere Construction & Forestry Division
272  **Roberto Coin White Gold & Diamond Earrings**

Italian designer Roberto Coin stunning 18K white gold and diamond earrings from The Perfect Hoops collection. These exquisite hoops measure 1” diameter, 1.53 total carat weight, hinged post backs. Prong-set diamonds inside/outside GHSI white diamonds.

Donor:  **KS Energy Services LLC**

273  **Performance Shop Ultra Light Upland Shotgun**

Benelli’s Performance Shop Ultra-Light Upland series, in 12-gauge and 20-gauge, are the lightest semi-auto shotguns in production for their respective gauges. The Ultra-Light features a featherweight alloy receiver, shortened magazine tube, and a super-strong, super-light carbon-fiber rib.

Donor:  **Atlas Trenchless LLC**

274  **Full Page, 4-Color Ad in Pipeline & Gas Journal**

Grow your business by reaching more than 30,000 oil & gas pipeline stakeholders in any 2019 issue of Pipeline & Gas Journal. Published by Gulf Energy Information, Pipeline & Gas Journal reaches more industry professionals than any other source, and across multiple channels. This ad cannot be used as credit; it must be a new ad or addition to an existing schedule in 2019.

Donor:  **Gulf Energy Information**

275  **One Load of Construction Mats**

8”x4’x16’ or 18’ new mixed hardwood mats plus $1,000 freight.

Donor:  **Bridgewell Mats**
Get ready for the DCA 2020 Annual Convention with 9 of your friends at the 501 East Restaurant at the Boca Raton Resort & Club. Alcohol not included. Reservations must be made before your anticipated travel dates.

Donor: Boca Raton Resort & Club
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